Year 3 - Maths
Part A
Use these arrays to create bar-models and answer these
multiplication questions
1. There are 3 school bags with 5 books in each. How many books are
there altogether?

1. There are 3 bags each with 3 sweets in each. How many sweets are
there altogether?

Part B
Draw your own bar-models to answer these questions
1. There are 9 rows on an plane. Each row holds 4 people.
What is the total number of passengers the plane can
take?

1. Nigel needs 4 eggs to make a cake. How many eggs does
he need to make 6 cakes?
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Part C - Challenge
What question might this bar model be used to answer?
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Vocabulary:

Clasping
Attentively
Unsheathed

Year 3 – Reading

Introduction:
Harmony realised there was a written note with the 50p.
It was a riddle that confused her. She started to think
methodically through the clues. She realised the year of
the 50p was the same year that she was born. There was
also a ring of hands, holding each other tightly (clasping).
She then paid close attention to the nine hands
(attentively). She realised that she would be granted
wishes seeing as she had spoken to Uncle Ginger about
wishes before. The last line ended with ‘Rub’. She decided
to rub the coin on that hands and wished for her favourite
lunch. When her sister called her for lunch, she noticed
the 50p and revealed (unsheathed) her nails to try and
scratch the coin out of her hand. Let’s read and see if her
first wish came true.

50 pence coin

Task:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did Ginger feel a sudden tingle of excitement? Pg1
Can you write out all the rhyming couplets from the poem?’ Pg2
What was made the same year Harmony was born? Pg3
What adverb is used to describe how Harmony laid Rex Ruff Monty down on the
grass? Pg5
5. What did Melody mean when she said her frock must have cost the earth? How do you
think that would make Harmony feel? Pg 6
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Year 3 – Writing
To be able to write a plan of the persuasive letter.
Step 1:
You will be writing a persuasive letter to Miss Faddy trying to persuade her to
organise something that you want. Examples include
• More/longer break times
• Personal laptops for every student
• More equipment for break times
• More school trips
• A science laboratory in the school
Feel free to think of your own ideas and share them on DB primary where I will
be setting up a forum for you all to add your ideas.
Step 2:
Once you have decided on a topic then you can start thinking about your
introduction and 5 W’s
E.g. Topic: Longer break times
What? Longer break times
Why? 81% of pupils want more break. (Made up the percentage)
Where? Ark Bentworth Primary
When? When we return to school
Who? Ark Bentworth students
Step 3: Paragraph 1
Think of what three points will discuss and the conjunctions.
E.g. Topic: Longer break times
Paragraph 1:
1st point: More exercise.
2nd point: Therefore, improves your fitness.
3rd point: Also, get to practice skills from PE.
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To be able to write a plan of the persuasive letter.
Introduction:
What? __________________
Why? __________________
Where? ___________________
When? ___________________
Who? ___________________
Paragraph 1:
1st point: __________________
2nd point: _________________
3rd point: __________________
Paragraph 2:
1st point: __________________
2nd point: _________________
3rd point: __________________
Paragraph 3:
1st point: __________________
2nd point: __________________
3rd point: __________________
Conclusion:
Summarise 3 key points.
1st point: __________________
2nd point: __________________
3rd point: __________________

I would like you to present your work in this
way.

Science

Light sources can be used for different purposes
What is the purpose of these light sources?

What is the purpose of these light sources?
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Look around your house and see how many different light sources you can find.

What do you notice about the light sources that you can
see in your house?
Light source

Location
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Natural or man-made?

Describe
	
the light sources you saw around school. Were there any
light sources you didn’t see? Why might that be?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Source
Emit
Vary
Natural
Man-made
Primary
Secondary
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Year 3 – PSHE

Match the picture to the explanation
• Ellie and Tom are half-brother and sister.
They both have the same daddy, but
each has a different mummy.
• Gemma lives with foster parents. They
love children, so invited some to come
and live with them. The children needed
loving homes- and an organisation called
Social Services makes sure they are safe
and looked after.
• Harrie lives with their dad, who makes
the best costumes for Dress Up Days!
• Joe has lots of siblings: he’s got two older
brothers, an older sister and two younger
sisters.
• Kaz lives with her grandparents- she calls
them Nanna and Gramps.
• Max lives with his mummy. They play
football together at the weekend.
• Sophie doesn’t have any brothers or
sisters- she’s an only child.

Answers:
1. Ginger felt a sudden tingle of excitement because she found another piece of paper
with more writing.
2. Year and Near. Started and Parted. Lend and Friend. Many and Any. Snub and Rub.
3. The 50p was made in the same year that Harmony was born.
4. The adverb used to describe how Harmony laid Rex Ruff Monty down on the grass was
carefully.
5. Melody meant her frock was expensive. This would make Harmony feel
sad/disappointed that her Uncle spent more money on her sister compared to her 50p.

